You will put out your labeled box in a central location right after we return from Thanksgiving break. You will collect
markers from then until April vacation. We return from April vacation on Earth Day. On that date, you will count the
markers that you have collected at your school and submit your total. Schools will be divided into five groups based
on the numbers of students enrolled at each school. The school in each group that collects the most markers will win
a prize.

Frequently Asked Questions
What is Crayola ColorCycle?
Crayola is all about innovative solutions ~ in particular for kids and the environment. ColorCycle is our latest
sustainability initiative designed to repurpose Crayola markers.
Can any markers be sent in or just Crayola brand markers?
Crayola ColorCycle will accept all brands of plastic markers, not just Crayola markers. That includes dry erase markers
and highlighters! ColorCycle will eliminate placing hundreds of tons of markers into landfills.
How do I package the markers for shipping? How many markers can we send?
Any sturdy cardboard box with minimal outer markings will work. The more markers you ship, the more efficient this
program will be. We suggest a minimum of 100 markers and a maximum of up to 40 pounds.
Where do I get a mailing label for the box?
Go to www.crayola.com/colorcycle to print a Crayola pre-paid FedEx shipping label for delivery of the collected markers
to the facility for repurposing.
When registering my school name and address, I receive an error message that tells me to verify the address and try
again. My information is correct. What do I do now?
The "school name" field is limited to 100 characters. If you believe you have typed more than 100 characters, shorten or
abbreviate your school name and try again.
I am having a difficult time viewing or printing my shipping label. Any suggestions?
We have found that IE 8 does not work well for viewing and printing shipping labels. If you are using Internet Explorer,
try another browser such as Mozilla Firefox or Chrome. In addition, make sure you have "Allow Pop Ups" selected in
your browser and that Acrobat Reader is installed.
FedEx hasn't come to pick up our marker collection. Can you help us?
Any FedEx representative who visits your school can accept your markers for recycling. If you do not have a regular
FedEx pick up, you can:
Schedule a pick up online by visiting FedEx.com.
Schedule a pick up by calling 800-463-3339 (800-GoFedEx)
Drop them off at a FedEx office near you. Visit www.fedex.com/locate to help find your closest FedEx location.

